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The rotational spectrum of the amino alcohol serinol CH2OH–CH(NH2)–CH2OH, which constitutes the hydrophilic
head of the lipid sphingosine, has been investigated using chirped-pulsed Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy in
combination with laser ablationa. Five different forms of serinol have been observed and conclusively identified by the
comparison between the experimental values of their rotational and 14N quadrupole coupling constants and those predicted
by ab initio calculations. In all observed conformers several hydrogen bonds are established between the two hydroxyl
groups and the amino groups in a chain or circular arrangement. The most abundant conformer is stabilised by O–HN
and N–HO hydrogen bonds forming a chain rather than a cycle. One of the detected conformers presents a tunnelling
motion of the hydrogen atoms of the functional groups similar to that observed in glycerolb.
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